Application of information theory to feature selection in protein docking.
In the era of structural genomics, the prediction of protein interactions using docking algorithms is an important goal. The success of this method critically relies on the identification of good docking solutions among a vast excess of false solutions. We have adapted the concept of mutual information (MI) from information theory to achieve a fast and quantitative screening of different structural features with respect to their ability to discriminate between physiological and nonphysiological protein interfaces. The strategy includes the discretization of each structural feature into distinct value ranges to optimize its mutual information. We have selected 11 structural features and two datasets to demonstrate that the MI is dimensionless and can be directly compared for diverse structural features and between datasets of different sizes. Conversion of the MI values into a simple scoring function revealed that those features with a higher MI are actually more powerful for the identification of good docking solutions. Thus, an MI-based approach allows the rapid screening of structural features with respect to their information content and should therefore be helpful for the design of improved scoring functions in future. In addition, the concept presented here may also be adapted to related areas that require feature selection for biomolecules or organic ligands.